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The magnetic-tape programmer
described here is for laboratories where
digital logic devices are used to control
events. The components are schematically
depicted in Fig. I. The analog of the
punched hole in film program is a brief
pulse recorded on a standard tape recorder.
The pulses are recorded on tape by
manually or automatically triggering the
pulse generator according to a
predetermined schedule. The pulse
characteristics are not critical; one must
only be sure that the recorded pulse is
compatible with the voltage and rise time
requirements of the logic units used. To
interface with the DEC logic in our
laboratory, a Tektronics 162-161-generated
D.S-msec, --s-v dc pulse is recorded onto
the tape. Most manufacturers of digital
logic equipment have available inexpensive
Schmitt triggers that simply produce a
standard voltage output when a preset
voltage is applied to the input. One
Schmitt trigger is required for each control
channel.

As can be seen in the diagram, a
two-channel tape recorder can provide
three separate control pulses by the
appropriate use of AND and NAND
(exclusive OR) gates.

The use of electronic pulses on tape

provides the opportunity for very accurate
in te reve nt-in it iate timing, and the
manipulation of an incorrect command
pulse. And virtually any tape recorder will
work adequately. A reel-to-reel recorder
might be desirable for those situations in
which a doubling or halving of the
interevent interval is indicated. This is
accomplished by simply recording at one
speed on a multiple-speed machine and
playing back at another. For those
situations in which rapid change of
programming tapes is indicated (e.g.,
switching from acquisition to extinction
trials), a cassette recorder migh t be more
desirable. To change paradigms in this
instance, one merely inserts the cassette
con taining the appropriate command
pulses. Unfortunately, cassette recorders
generally operate at only one speed.

Another advantage of this system lies in
the pulse height discriminating feature of
the Schmitt trigger. It is possible to record
data on the control tape (one must disable
the erase head) over the control pulses,
proVided the maximal pulse height of the
data is below the firing voltage levels of the
Schmitt trigger. But this feature has limited
applicability since one must erase the
control pulses as well as the data before
using the tape again. This limits the tape to
one-time use. If, on the other hand, the
data could be digitalized, the responses of
many Ss could be recorded onto a single
control tape, providing a crude but
inexpensive poststimulus histogram.

In summary, this system is characterized
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Fig. 1. Magnetic-tape programming
components and their interconnections.

by silent operation, flexibility. opportunity
for very accurate interevent·initiate timing,
reliability, and economy of setup and
maintenance.
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